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Choice of games forum

Topic Responses Views Action Top Five Underrated HGs 2021 You can make three choices. poll 16 5168 January 18, 2021 upcoming premieres hosted games - 2021 THESE ARE NOT OFFICIAL RELEASE DATES. THESE ARE ESTIMATES AT BEST. Follow us for updates! (Until we announce something on one of these channels, it's not official.) Email: Send an email to
subscribe to releases@choiceofga... 2 17915 December 16, 2020 Upcoming game release selections - 2021 ARE NOT OFFICIAL RELEASE DATES. THESE ARE ESTIMATES AT BEST. Follow us for updates! (Until we announce something on one of these channels, it's not official.) Email: Send an email to subscribe to releases@choiceofga... 2 15746 December 16, 2020
Welcome to Choice of Games Forum 2 48701 October 26, 2020 The upcoming releases of Heart's Choice TE ARE NOT OFFICIAL RELEASE DATES. Heart's Choice Games are largely genderlocked. There are reasons for this. This is not a time, place or topic forum to discuss the wisdom or honesty of genderlocking. We would like to... 2 81010 November 6, 2019 Enchanted in
Blood WIP (updated January 18, 2021) 229 25817 January 18, 2021 Writer support thread 46 1466 January 18, 2021 A Tale of Heroes (WIP) 33 3278 January 18, 2021 Quarrel with the author, is an attractive concept? 18,598 January 18, 2021 Rebel Choice: Uprising — Lead a rebellion against the bloodthirsty empire! 3914 105990 January 18, 2021 Zeus Dilemma (WiP - Last
Updated 12/28/20) 135 15559 January 18, 18, 2021 The Flower of Fairmont (WIP epistolary) 16 3636 January 18, 2021 RW Soul War 2 WIP (Demo Update 13/12/2020) 131 20083 January 18, 2008 2021 OFNA: Birds of a Feather (WIP - Update 1/7/21) - Definitely no cult of magic 151 8754 January 18, 2021 RW Benefactor (Updated 09.14.20) 66 17336 January 18, 2021
[Chapter 5 Live!] (WIP) Interstellar Airgap - Steal the safest data in the Universe! 57 3639 of 18 January 2019 2021 Zombie Exodus: Safe Haven, Part 3 Public Beta 182 17163 January 18, 2021 Trinity WIP (there is something to post 467) 721 49877 January 18, 2021 Return to Donkey Island (WIP)_updated Jan_18_2021 33 4235 January 18, 18, 2021 Crème de la Crème
Developer Diary and Romance Guide (Spoilers) 1330 99548 January 18, 2021 Lyanna in Harrenhal (fangame ASOIAF, demo) January 5, 653 January 18, 2021 Games With Good Romance?!?!? 142 65460 18 January, 2021 The Night Hunters: First Blood [Update 10/1/21] 305 20613 January 18, 2021 Writer needed 13 633 January 18, 2021 Ghost Simulator (WIP / last updated
November 1) 467 58948 January 18, 2021 New game hosted! The Parenting Simulator matt simpson 148 11336 January 18, 2021 Question about icon graphics 5 537 January 18, 2021 Gender sample code and pronoun 7 828 January 18, 2021 Selected (WIP; Update 15/1/2021) 798 74957 January 18, 2021 Achievements? 68 7094 January 18, 2021 next page → Do not
consider discourse to be successful, unless communities benefiting from discourse are thriving and growing. And no community we host has evolved like Game Choice. Their discourse discourse absolutely exploded over the last year, to the point that they are now the 22nd largest instance of Discourse that we know! We recently interviewed Jason Hill and Choice of Games' Dane
Fabulich to discuss how they use discourse to power their unique community of text-based players and authors. Dan, tell us a little bit about choosing a game. The selection of games is designed to produce high-quality, textual, multiple-choice games (interactive novels). They are like textbooks to choose a path, but longer, deeper and richer. We produce games at home and have
developed a simple language for writing text games, ChoiceScript, which we share with others for use in their projects. We organize games produced by other designers using ChoiceScript on our website. We also produce mobile versions of our games that can be played on iPhones, Android phones and other mobile devices. Why text games? Dan: Your favorite novel was
probably written by one person, but games are usually a collaboration between many people: game designers, programmers, music/sound engineers, illustrators, animators, QA, etc. There are a few superheroes who can do it all, but it's extremely rare. We've developed ChoiceScript to enable (and even make it easier) for one person to develop a full-length game, write an
interactive novel, and make money by selling it online. Jason: This is a short question with a very long and multi-track answer. One version of the answer is that text computer games have a long history (cf. Zork). However, when the railroad graphics happened in the late 80s and 90s, the malinvestment in the IF caused disaster; since then, text games have been primarily a hobby
project. However, with the advent of mobile devices, we saw an opportunity to reinvent commercial text games for today's audience. Jason: What's more, the narrative is timeless. The graphics may become obsolete, but the good story never went down. How many games do you have there? Jason: 35 to 17 July. Our 36 will be releasing 8/6 or so. But that's our professional label.
There is also an amateur label Hosted Games, which has another 30-something titles. How many people work there? Jason: We've just hired a new editorial assistant so the team is five. But our CTO Dan still has a day's work because we can't afford it yet. Your games are slightly different from the norm. Can you say that users are different as well? If so, how? Jason: The choice
of the game has three basic values: feminism, egalitarianism and sexual positivity. These values mean that we are considered good at representation in different contexts, and that means we tend to have a progressive, bizarre and female-friendly community. also some of the few computer games to be widely available to the blind and visually impaired, so we also have the
following in these communities. But we really want to create good stories and we hope someone likes good stories will find something that will appeal in our games. Jason, your forum community has been around since 2011 (correct?), and in 2014 you decided to go to Discourse. What was the transformation process like, technically and culturally? I noticed that you wisely
consulted your community before making the change. 2011 sounds good, although I can't say for sure. In fact, we'll write about things on our blog, and people will comment there, and eventually just started demanding forums. At first we were resilient because we didn't have money and we didn't have time to moderate it. We found vanilla forums that were free, and managed to do
so, and I became the de facto administrator for them. Unfortunately, it is free of charge. And while Vanilla is doing a relatively good job about publishing updates to your forum software, you need to be proactive in installing them. We were not. So in 2014 our forums were hacked, and from the forums, our main website. We were able to solve this problem quickly, but we did not
want to feel vulnerable and we still have a responsibility to maintain the security of the forums; and the Discourse hosting solution has laid out a wall between the forums and the website, which also helps. Moreover, between 2011 and 2014, our revenues increased significantly, and in the end we found ourselves in a place where we could afford a monthly fee. We asked our users
for suggestions on which forum software they liked, and we seriously explored three options. In the end, however, our CTO was convinced by something I do not remember. Dan, you're a CTO. can you expand on this? We seriously researched the vanilla host option, IP. and discourse. For Vanilla, we had difficulty dealing with spam with Vanilla tools and felt that paying for hosted
Vanilla would give us more of the same. Very almost went with ip. especially when some of our visually impaired users have versed for its availability. I was motivated to move on from discourse for several reasons: Discourse has great tools of moderation and especially great ways for the community to help in moderation. No one is flagging better than discourse. Discourse is
open source. Paying for discourse means supporting free discourse across the web. Jeff Atwood. I've read Jeff's Coding Horror blog for years and after developing Stack Overflow (and the rest of stack exchange sites) with great interest. Over the years, Jeff has proven that he knows how to build a community. I knew we could figure out any accessibility issues. (We found that
there are a few suggestions, but there are no major obstacles to accessibility.) I think we made the right decision. Our Vanilla forums had about 2,000 monthly active users in 2014 when we turned off Vanilla, and now we're at 16,000 MAU, just a year later. Moderation tools are an important part of this. On Vanilla spam has become so bad that block registration by asking people to
register and why they wanted access, which we then manually approved. Even that was difficult because we would have to sift through hundreds of spam in an attempt to sign up. The discourse is so good that we don't have to block registration. (I particularly appreciate the sock doll detector.) You have a very active off-topic category for general banter among community
members, which is always a pleasure to see. Was the establishment of this sub-community a conscious effort, or was it just something like that? Jason: So off-topic is kind of confusing. More specifically, this would be described as a sythetic subject category. I mean, our games sometimes come out on social, political or emotional issues that are worth discussing, but they're a
digression from the specifics of the game. So, instead of talking about gay marriage in a thread about a superhero game, we have an Off-Topic category to explore these issues. Speaking of active categories, the Works in Progress category is particularly lively. There are topics from over 10k posts! Jason, what happens in this category, and how does the discourse fare with this
rather unique style of discussion? As I mentioned, Choice of Games has a sibling company, Hosted Games. Hosted games have a different set of values (things like freedom of speech and democratization and access). Hosted Games is about allowing almost anyone to publish a game unless it is manifestly offensive and is written in ChoiceScript. However, in the hosted sense, we
at COG/HG do not provide editorial support for Hosted Games titles; they are sent when they are finished and we publish them. However, this does not mean that the authors of HG titles do not want an opinion. So several authors, especially authors who have written popular first forums, use forums as a test resource. They can release WIP chapter by chapter as they grow, and
solit information from forum members for any number of things. Guns of Infinity, the sequel to the 2013 Sabres of Infinity, is an example of this. On the other hand, Guinevere is a story about the legend of Arthur, which has many tens of thousands of words, but we never talked to the author. However, it is very active in the forums and regularly incorporates the opinions of readers.
Dan, do you think interactive novels are particularly suitable for discussion forums? Our WIP category is an amazing resource. It is very difficult to find motivation to write a novel, and when writing an interactive novel it can be easier that creating other types of games still requires writing tens of thousands, if not hundreds of thousands of words. But interactive novels are uniquely
tailored to chapter-by-chapter discussions, and our regulars love to give opinions about WIP games (and encouragement to the end, which is solid gold for motivation). WIP reviews quickly take care of philosophical game design, and from there to all sorts of off-topic things. (In this way, the WIP category drives category.) The discourse is particularly great for this, because it's
really easy for anyone (not just moderators) to create a new connected thread when the WIP discussion has moved away from the game being discussed. The discourse seeks to provide a simple, legible set of guidelines for civilized discussion. How did these worked out for your community, Dan? We have been well served by built-in discourse guidelines that give users and
moderators basic guidance to avoid unpleasant human wars. Of course, flame wars can happen, but our principles make it clear that we have the moral authority and responsibility to stop them. We made only a few very subtle changes to the default guidelines: we had to add a Respect our authors section to explain that badgering authors are unacceptable, and we developed the
Always Be Civil section, adopting some ideas taken from the Recurse Center (formerly known as Hacker School). We've added four balls that I recommend everyone add to their forum guidelines: Don't underestimate any group of people. Racism, sexism, homophobia, transphobia and other forms of prejudice make others feel uncomfortable. Avoid subtle -isms. These are small
things that make others feel uncomfortable, things that we all sometimes do by mistake. For example, saying It's so simple my grandmother can do it is subtle -ism. Apologize. If you make other people uncomfortable in our forums, especially by mistake, apologize or say nothing. Do not quarrel about civilization in public channels. Don't defend, defend others, or follow someone
who has made a mistake. If you see a problem, bend it; do not respond. The latter sphere is especially important, because flame wars about civilization are often the most emotional and most toxic. (No, you broke the rules of civilization, you knucklehead! ) It seems that some of the titles found in Works in Progress even make it officially published by Choice of Games. What is the
process like? Jason: What you just said is very rare. We are in the process of being rewrited by a member of the WIP forum who sent us for publication as a hosted game so that we can release it as a Choice of Game title, but this is the first instance. But yes, the goal of the WIP section is to develop hosted games titles. Dan: I hope we can fix this next year by doing more to help
our HG authors develop material for our main Choice of Games label. It is more common for individual authors to publish a successful HG and then publish their next game under the CoG label with direct editorial support. Have you developed a certain style for discussing feature requests with users? (which can be a delicate matter) Jason: When it comes to CS, it's about how
much time our CTO has. And, as I mentioned earlier, it still has day work, so it's Dan: We usually do this through a private beta process. How your community affects Jason: Interestingly, our community disagrees with our sales data. That's why we're seeking community input, but we need to compare that with sales data and make our own best judgments on different things. Thus,
their contribution is invited and appreciated (about new games, game design, feature request, etc.), but not absolute. Dan: We often publish a game that our forums don't like, but that sells very well, or a game that our forum loves but barely makes money from. We also get a lot of value from the beta tests of upcoming games with our regular forum regulars. Often, beta reviews
show that you need to add a new ending (which is easy in text game) or allow more options than the author has considered. Jason, you are the main administrator of the forum. After a year and a half with Discourse, which of its features do you like the most? Spam marking system and control. This is the key. Similar system. We prefer to keep things organized and have clear
publishing policies without adding content. A similar button helps with this. Paste preformatted text. It allows the community to help themselves with ChoiceScript coding difficulties. Tag spoilers. The ability to move entries to where they belong. What is your most sought after feature/discourse change? Jason: Add the spoiler button to the formatting bar. In addition, should you
consider making them so that they can cover more than one paragraph, so the poster does not have to mean each paragraph? Dan: There are still many users who would like to see the fixed page break mode option (as opposed to infinite scrolling). Any growing trends are you excited about? Jason: The way the community organizes. ChoiceScript is free as long as you don't use
it to generate revenue. You don't have to pay us any money; just download it from Github and start coding. This is a source of great enthusiasm on our board: people can just start making games. And they compare games, share games and comment on them. In particular, the community has just finished its third annual CSComp, where participants had a month to write a game on
a topic determined by the organizer. All uploaded games are published and free to play by anyone who comes. All this was organized by community leaders; The selection of games and hosted games was completely uncommitted in the organization and refereeing of the competition. Thanks jason and dan for sharing time with us. For more information, visit the Game Selection
page and explore the Choice of Games discussion community! Community!
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